Build Quality Assessment
The right combination of scrutiny, shadowing, and
guidance to ensure high performing automations.
The Build Quality Assessment is a deep dive into configured processes to evaluate how
well best practices have been leveraged so you can be confident that your processes are
robust, resilient, and reusable.

What is the Build Quality Assessment?
The Build Quality Assessment evaluates your processes and
VBO objects against benchmarks and best practices to
uncover areas that may be hindering performance. It provides
a framework to improve delivery time and digital worker
utilization.

VALUE AND OUTCOMES:

Why Build Quality Assessment?
With the Build Quality Assessment, we deep-dive and leverage
the Blue Prism recommended approaches for building
efficient, robust, and reusable solutions to guide your team to
achieve even more and move to the next level.

What to expect:


A thorough evaluation of up to two end-end configured
processes.



Analysis on the use of recommended best practices for the
design and build of automations.



Analysis on the use of VBO and reusable objects, as well as
assets available from Blue Prism on the Digital Exchange



Detailed readout of specific areas that need to be addressed
to unlock value, reduce delivery time, and drive efficiency.



A workshop to walk through the findings and create a
strategy to act on the findings.

•

Better design decisions.

•

Improved design and build
methods to deliver more robust
processes.

•

Alignment to best practice for
efficiencies, stability, and
resilience.

•

Recommendations for process
automation enhancements and
performance improvements.

•

Training plans to upskill your
team.

•

Steps to move your program
forward and take on more
complex intelligent automation
development.

Contact your Blue Prism
account manager to ensure
your building quality
automations today!

Blue Prism is the global leader in intelligent automation for the enterprise, transforming the way work is done.
At Blue Prism, we have users in over 170 countries in more than 2,000 businesses, including Fortune 500 and
public sector organizations, that are creating value with new ways of working, unlocking efficiencies, and returning
millions of hours of work back into their businesses. Our intelligent digital workforce is smart, secure, scalable, and
accessible to all; freeing up humans to re-imagine work.
To learn more visit www.blueprism.com and follow us on Twitter @blue_prism and on LinkedIn.
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